LAST TIME ON IO LAB

Project I: Memex
MORE
git
HTTPS://HELP.GITHUB.COM/ARTICLES/SET-UP-GIT
CONFIGURATION

• `git config --global user.name “your name”`
• `git config --global user.email “your email”`
• `git config --global color.ui true`
HTTPS://HELP.GITHUB.COM/ARTICLES/GENERATING-SSH-KEYS
PRACTICE

• Make a new git repository
• Add and commit some test file (touch README)
• Add your teammates to your repo on github.com
• Clone your teammate’s repository
• Push and pull changes
COMMANDS IN PRACTICE

• git add
• git commit -m
• git commit -a
• git rm
• git reset
• git reset --hard
• git checkout
• git diff
• git log
• git status
• git pull
• git push
GIT GUI CLIENTS

• MAC
  • GitX
  • GitTower

• PC
  • SmartGit
  • TortoiseGit
FOR NEXT TIME

We’ll be going over HTML5.

Homework 2 assigned later today.

Andrew will be moving office hours to Thursday 1-2PM next week.

You can find links to help with all of these on the course website at http://courses.ischool.berkeley.edu/290ta-iol/f12